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+ Sofia, Bulgaria

EXPERIENCE

ACHIEVEMENTS

Senior Developer

P

eCommera Ltd

I have the world’s largest and most
recognized Linux Certification that prove
my ability to perform maintenance tasks
on the command line, install and
configure a computer running Linux and
configure basic networking.

r June 2016 - ongoing + Sofia

eCommera is a Demandware integrator - it provides e-commerce
solutions based on proprietary SAAS platform to some of the biggest
entertainment, sports and fashion brands in the world.
 Develop new features using Demandware Script and frontend tools

such as backbone.js, grunt and less
 Troubleshoot various frontend and backend bugs related to

Demandware platform
 Learned about server-side JavaScript, Demandware platform and

P

Eclipse

Montway Auto Transport
Montway is a nationwide auto transport company serving both
individuals and corporations across all 50 US states. Montway has long
been regarded as the top technological innovator in the vehicle
relocation sector.

Being part of the development of
worldwide recognized website
I have spent 3 years in development of
the well known adult video streaming site
RedTube.com, visited by more than 10
million people daily.

Senior Developer
r Sep 2015 - May 2016 + Sofia, Bulgaria

LPIC-1 Certified Linux
Administrator

P

Being a father
Being a father is the most important role I
ever played. The fathership is both
incredible joy and hardest thing ever.

 Made RESTful APIs from scratch
 Refactored legacy code
 Helped building unified Vagrant development environment
 Contributed to the team with Linux, GIT and Yii framework knowledge
 Learned about Continuous Integration (CI), deployment procedures,

Domain Driven Design

LANGUAGES
English

EDUCATION
Social Work with
medicine profile
Trakia University

GPA

6.00 / 6.00

r 2006 - 2010

Microprocessor
Technics
"John Atanasoff" High
School

GPA

5.45 / 6.00

r 2001 - 2005
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EXPERIENCE

QUOTES

Senior Developer

The more I learn, the more I realize
how much I don't know.

Net React Ltd

Albert Einstein

r Aug 2012 - Sep 2015 + Sofia, Bulgaria

Net React is a small IT company, providing custom software services, IT
consulting, quality assurance, project related support and maintenance. It
has successfully operated on the European market for more than 5 years,
providing a vast array of high quality professional IT services.

Never memorize something that
you can look up.
Albert Einstein

 Co-plan and co-construct a highly optimized MVC framework serving

RedTube.com
 Researched and resolved numerous system load issues for

RedTube.com
 Maintaining the legacy system of highly-loaded websites and their

90% of coding is debugging. The
other 10% is writing bugs

affiliate programs.

Bram Cohen

 Troubleshot problems related to web application performance,

payment gateways, external services
 Integrated numerous of external services such as payment systems

(PayPal, virtual post terminals, ePay.bg, EasyPay, FastPay), SMS
gateway, Amazon SES, etc

A DAY OF MY LIFE

 Learned about: memcache, CDN, unit testing, efficiently troubleshoot

and solve server load problems

F

A

Web Developer
E

BgWebArt Ltd

B

r Aug 2008 - Aug 2012 + Stara Zagora, Bulgaria

BgWebArt is small web studio, located in the center of Bulgaria - Stara
Zagora. The main clients of the company are small to middle size
business owners looking for cost effective solutions to promote and sell
their products and services online.
 Developed and supported variety of websites - e-commerce systems,

news portals, corporate web pages
 Frontend and backend development
 Designed and developed custom CMS used by the client's of the

company
 Done SEO optimization on various web pages

D
A

Creating bugs

B

Fixing bugs

C

Attending Agile ceremonies such as
grooming, planing and retrospection
Spending time with my son

D
E

 Designed and developed web based systems for internal use (CRM for

web hosting and domain clients of the company, stock management,
accounting)
 Integrated various external services such as Enom, Mobio, ePay, Payapl

C

F

Dreaming about remote job in small
village and my own house with big green
meadow
Sleeping

 Organized demos, project documentation and meetings
 Learned about: best web practices, dealing with legacy code, R&D

custom web systems, VPS, hosting and domain management, LxAdmin
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